Alabama School for the Blind Class of 2020

Valedictorian  Chassidy Shaiana Thomas
Salutatorian  Tanner Grayson Wood

Dalton Lee Amos  Southside
Kaleigh Elizabeth Gable  Talladega
Kameron L. Hardy  Birmingham
Donavan J. Perman  Birmingham
Chassidy Shaiana Thomas  Goodwater
Anaya M. Williams  Birmingham
Tanner Grayson Wood  Birmingham

Class Officers:
  President  Chassidy Thomas
  Vice President  Kameron Hardy
  Historian  Kaleigh Gable

Scholarships/Awards Recipients:

- AIDB Trustee Award  Tanner Wood
- AIDB Foundation Johnson Scholarship  Tanner Wood
- Foy Covington Scholarship  Kaleigh Gable
- Fred Hughston Award  Kameron Hardy
- William D. Biggs, Sr. Scholarship  Chassidy Thomas
- Cochran Scholarship  Kameron Hardy
- Virginia Hogan Scroll Award  Tanner Wood
- Willie and Betty Farror Family Foundation  Chassidy Thomas
- Alabama Council of the Blind Scholarship  Kaleigh Gable
- ASB Alumni Scholarship  Tanner Wood

Alabama School for the Deaf Class of 2020

Valedictorian  Hunter Christian Stults
Salutatorian  Hannah Elizabeth Rains

Benjamin Adair Aust  Alexander City
Brittney Ellen Bailey  Dothan
Christina Marie Cooper  Talladega
Surisadalith Nieves De La Cruz  Bessemer
Whitneye Laura Anne Maldonado  Mobile
Emma Mackenzie Maynor  Cave Springs, GA
Cory Davonte’ McKinnie  Dothan
Myles Jordan Morman  Montgomery
Victoria Hope Needha  Pell City
David Elias Palacios-Campos  Vestavia Hills
Hannah Elizabeth Rains  Sylacauga
JaQuan Shakim Rankins  Franklin
Jessika Aryanna Rawls  Huntsville
Joao Sergio Sierra  Leeds
Cody Scott Steward  Sheffield
Hunter Christian Stults  Florence
Tyler Austin Thompson  Sylacauga
Isabella Alma Underwood  Gadsden
Hunter Alan Weaver  Birmingham

Class Officers:
President  Hannah Rains
Vice President  Cody Steward
Secretary  Benjamin Aust
Treasurer  David Palacios-Campos

Scholarships/Awards Recipients:
AIDB Trustee Award  Cory McKinnie
AAD Osce Roberts Award  JaQuan Rankins
ALBDA Scholarship  JaQuan Rankins
ASDAA Scholar Student Scholarship  Hannah Rains
ASDAA WEP Student Scholarship  Hunter Stults
Foy Covington Scholarship  Cody Steward
Fred Hughston Award  Benjamin Aust
William D. Biggs, Sr. Scholarship  Hannah Rains
Thomas Gulsby Outstanding Senior Award  Whitney Maldonado
JaQuan Rankins

Helen Keller School of Alabama Class of 2020
Taylor Jordan Barrow  Lafayette
Xavier Deandre Erskine  Harvest
Lisa Marie Evans  Smiths Station
Dekendrick Rodriquez Graves  York
Kelsie Brianna Headley  Clanton
Jeffrey Dale Oliver  Talladega
Jacob William Seago  Roanoke
Aubrey Lynn Smith  Anniston

Scholarships/Awards Recipients:
AIDB Trustee Award  Dekendrick Graves
Precious Joy Lynn
Memorial Scholarship
(In Memory of Precious Goodwine)

All HKS Seniors